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restricted by the necessity of taking the fishermen as well as
the crew to and fro, and of carrying extra provisions. Moreover,
since the fishermen had to land, in any event, to salt and
pack their fish, it would have been convenient to establish
a permanent base on the coast. The early attempts to set up
permanent posts failed, both because a good harbour with
fertile land in its immediate vicinity was not found and because
fishermen, when they were not at sea, made poor agriculturists,
and also poor traders, so that they failed to utilize their oppor-
tunities of acquiring furs from the Indians in exchange for
baubles. The settlement which seemed the most promising was
that made at Cape Ann by a group sent over from a company
formed at Dorchester. Their exclusive right to the cape was
challenged, in vain, by the Pilgrims, who were also anxious
to have a base near the best fishing waters. Nevertheless the
settlement did not prosper and most of its survivors returned
home. A few decided to try their luck elsewhere along the
coast and became the founders of Salem.
However, the failure of the Cape Ann project did not daunt
the Dorchester company. Being unable to continue to bear by
themselves the expense of colonization, they looked about for
partners and found them in London and the eastern counties.
The New England Company that was organized in 1628 was
drawn from three separate areas, each strongly puritan. Dis-
satisfaction with the ecclesiastical policy then being adopted,
which was Arminian in theology and rigid in discipline, made
puritan gentlemen and members of the middle classes intensely
interested in any scheme that might provide a refuge for the
persecuted. Among those instrumental in forming the new
organization were John Venn, later a regicide, and Hugh Peter,
hanged at the Restoration for his share in the execution of
Charles I. The sole achievement of the company was the dis-
patch of provisions and recruits to the 'old planters5 at Salem.
Almost at once it was transformed into the Massachusetts Bay
Company, which was apparently granted the same territory as
the old company, but received much greater authority to
govern it. The head-quarters remained in England, where the
members were naturally anxious to receive a dividend on their
investments. But most of those who crossed the ocean were, or
believed themselves to be, religious refugees. They had left
England profoundly dissatisfied with both the political and the

